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A Hybrid Beam Steering Free-Space and Fiber
Based Optical Data Center Network
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Abstract—Wireless data center networks (DCNs) are promising
solutions to mitigate the cabling complexity in traditional wired
DCNs and potentially reduce the end-to-end latency with faster
propagation speed in free space. Yet, physical architectures in
wireless DCNs must be carefully designed regarding wireless
link blockage, obstacle bypassing, path loss, interference and
spatial efficiency in a dense deployment. This paper presents
the physical layer design of a hybrid FSO/in-fiber DCN while
guaranteeing an all-optical, single hop, non-oversubscribed and
full-bisection bandwidth network. We propose two layouts and
analyze their scalability: (1) A static network utilizing only
tunable sources which can scale up to 43 racks, 15, 609 nodes
and 15, 609 channels; and (2) a re-configurable network with
both tunable sources and piezoelectric actuator (PZT) based
beam-steering which can scale up to 8 racks, 2, 904 nodes and
185, 856 channels at millisecond PZT switching time. Based on a
traffic generation framework and a dynamic wavelength-timeslot
scheduling algorithm, the system-level network performance is
simulated for a 363-node subnet, reaching > 99% throughput
and 1.23 µs average scheduler latency at 90% load.

Index Terms—Free Space Optics, Data centers, Reconfig-
urablility.

I. INTRODUCTION

DATA center networks (DCNs) are the main contributors
for the growing capacity demand of optical communica-

tions [1]. Typically, the global DCN traffic is dominated by
communications within data centers (intra-DCNs) stemming
from tasks, such as data backup, duplication, reading/writing
operations, and the wide usage of parallel programming be-
tween distributed and storage nodes [2], [3].

Conventional fiber based DCNs with multiple tiers of
switches usually suffer from installation and operational chal-
lenges due to high cabling complexity. This leads to long
installation times, dusty/lossy connectors, high power con-
sumption, oversubscription, poor scalability, micro-bends and
fiber fractures that can lead to network/system outages [4]–
[6]. Recent studies of integrating wireless technologies into
DCNs have received increasing attention, which can be mainly
classified into 2 types: the 60 GHz radio frequency (RF)
or Free Space Optics (FSO) [7]. The 60 GHz band RF is
a millimeter wave (mmWave) technology that features wide
bandwidth (7 GHz) to support the scalability of mega DCNs,
short coverage (≤ 15 m) for indoor applications, high power
efficiency and low cost transceivers based on 90 nm CMOS
technology [7], [8]. Many prior works have proposed either
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hybrid [9]–[14] or fully wireless [8] DCNs based on 60 GHz
interconnects.

FSO is an optical communication technology that mainly
utilizes coherent narrow beam laser diodes as light sources and
photodetectors as optical receivers to establish highly direc-
tional line-of-sight (LOS) links between transceivers, enabling
long distance, point-to-point transmissions [15]. Compared
with RF technology, indoor FSO offers several advantages
suitable for DCN applications, such as less power consump-
tion, license-free, smaller antenna size, immutability against
interference and multi-path fading, high-level of security due
to inability to penetrate obstacles, higher data rate (Gbps
to Tbps) and low path loss (∼ 0 dB for 15 m) [6], [7],
[15]–[17]. Compared with optical fibers, FSO provides com-
parable bandwidth, reduced network installation time, faster
propagation speed (1.5 times) and intrinsic immunity from
dispersion, birefringence, fiber non-linearities, micro-bends
and fractures [7], [18]. These benefits motivate us to integrate
FSO technology in DCNs.

The usage of FSO in DCNs has been widely studied.
Some focus on the architecture of FSO interconnects in a
network level and the associated scheduling algorithms, traffic
performances, link budgets, etc. Firefly [6] is a hybrid struc-
ture with steerable FSO links installed at top-of-rack (ToR)
switches, where they are directed by switchable mirrors or
Galvo mirrors and reflected off a ceiling mirror to destinations.
In [18], the study proposes a switch-free network, where
optical beams from each server within a rack are combined
as a FSO-Bus and then directed by a selector. In [19], the
study proposes a structure where ToR switches are primarily
connected with OM4 fibers and FSO links serve as protections
against path failures. In [20], the study introduces an inter-
server transceiver, where racks are arranged in a circular
layout with ToRs interconnected with a central aggregate
switch. In [21], the study proposes the combination of fast
wavelength tuning and diffraction gratings at sub-nanosecond
switching time. In [22], the study proposes OWCell, where
racks are placed at the vertices of a polygon with their
ToRs interconnected as a full mesh using fixed line-of-sight
(LOS) links with multipoint FSO transceivers [23]. In [24], the
study introduces ProjectToR, which is a digital micro-mirror
device that can perform beam-steering in tens of thousands
of directions in 12 µs reconfiguration time with a reflective
“disco-ball” mirror assembly on the ceiling. In [25], the study
proposes a photonic integrated circuit transmitter with 2D
optical beam steering (OBS) for both inter-rack and inter-
cluster communications. Some research focus on improving
the compatibility of FSO channels with modulation techniques
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[26]–[29], relaying techniques [30], rack vibration [31] and
intelligent beam alignment control [32]. Some studies focus
on FSO interconnects with miniaturised distance (centimeters)
to overcome the problems in traditional electrical connectors
in high-performance computing and DCNs, such as board-to-
board [33]–[35], intra-board [36], intra-chip communications
[37], [38], etc.

The majority of aforementioned DCN structures follow
a traditional multi-layered switching structure, where FSO
channels only serve as extra capacities between ToRs to miti-
gate hotspots. Inter-node communications are either addressed
with conventional switching, or broadcasted by a bus link
that requires non-LOS reflections that add to extra multi-hop
latency and control difficulties. To address these, we propose
a hybrid FSO/fiberd DCN with the following novelties:

1) We propose the physical layer design of a reconfig-
urable, non-oversubscribed, full-bisection bandwidth hy-
brid FSO/fibred DCN at its maximum scalability. The
topology eliminates tree based multi-layered switching or
non-LOS propagation in prior works. Its wavelength re-
configurability is implemented with an all-optical beam-
steering switch based on piezoelectric actuators with
negligible collimation loss, crosstalk and minimum end-
to-end delay (Section II and III).

2) We demonstrate two physical layouts for the FSO DCN:
a static layout with sub-nanosecond wavelength tuning
sources supporting up to 15, 609 nodes and 15, 609
channels for a mega DCN; or a beam-steering (BS) layout
that utilizes both wavelength tuning and FSO switching,
supporting up to 2, 904 nodes with a higher bisection
bandwidth (185, 856 channels) at millisecond switching
speed (Section IV).

3) We simulate the system-level network performance for
the FSO-DCN in a 363-node subnet using on an open-
source traffic generation framework and a scheduling
algorithm for dynamic wavelength-timeslot reconfigura-
tion, reaching 99.79% throughput with average 1.23 µs
scheduler latency at 90% load, similar to that of a previ-
ous fibred network PULSE (64-node, 99.79% throughput,
0.91 µs average latency). The FSO subnet could greatly
increase the network size without significantly degrading
the scheduler performance, with further benefits from
replacing fibres with FSO including reduced propagation
delay, reduced cabling complexity, elimination of fibre
nonlinearities and a full-bisection bandwidth brought by
FSO switches (Section V).

II. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

The proposed DCN is built on an existing intra-DCN known
as ‘PULSE [39]. PULSE is a single hop, optical circuit
switching DCN at nanosecond reconfiguration time, built from
parallel broadcast-and-select subnets, fast tunable transceivers
and a novel hardware-based wavelength-timeslot scheduler,
scaling up to 4096 nodes with a capacity of 25.6 Pbps across
260k optical channels [39], [40]. Inspired by PULSE, our
proposed DCN features physical topology reconfigurability
with piezoelectric actuator based FSO beam steering.
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Fig. 1. A top view of the polygon DCN with J racks.
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Fig. 2. An unfolded communication. The 1st transmitter in each node in Rack
i are connecting to the 1st receiver in each node in Rack j through the jth

star coupler in Group 1. i = j for intra-rack communication and i ̸= j for
inter-rack communication (i, j ∈ J). Dashed lines represent reconfigurable
links within each FSO switch. Solid lines represent fixed fiber connections
between star couplers and FSO end collimators. Simultaneous connections
between other transceivers are omitted for simplicity.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS SUMMARY FOR FIG. 2

Parameter Symbol
Racks per DCN J (even)
Nodes per rack N

Transceivers per node per rack X = J 2p

FSO switches per Transceiver 2
FSO switch ratio 1 : J
Towers per DCN J

Star coupler dimension N ×N
Loss per star coupler [39] −3 log2 N

Star couplers per DCN J2X
1 : J FSO switches per DCN 2NXJ
Wavelengths per star coupler N

Fig. 1 shows a top view of our proposed DCN. Together, the
racks form an outer polygon, where each rack is assigned with
a dedicated tower located at the inner polygon. The towers are
interconnected as a coupler-based in-fiber passive network. In
any communication, either intra- or inter-rack, the information
is first sent by a source rack to its exclusive tower via FSO
links, and then propagated through the fiber network to the
destination tower, and eventually received by the destination
rack via FSO links.

Fig. 2 shows a high-level network structure between any
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TABLE II
PARAMETERS SUMMARY FOR FIG. 3 AND FIG. 4

Parameter Symbol
Blue Collimators (Tx) at

Rack i, Side x, Cell c, Node n
Ti,x,c,n

Red Collimators (Rx) at
Rack j, Side x, Cell c, Node m

Rj,x,c,m

Tx (or Rx) Collimators per node per rack X = J2p

Tx (or Rx) Collimators per node per tower XJ
Sides per rack (or tower) J

Cells per side per rack (or tower) 2p

Star
Coupler

Inputs (N nodes):
Tower i, Side x, Cell c, Column j

Ti,x,c,j

Outputs (N nodes):
Tower j, Side x, Cell c, Column i

Rj,x,c,i

where i ∈ J , j ∈ J , x ∈ J , c ∈ 2p, n ∈ N , m ∈ N

two racks and their towers. For the sake of clarity, we define
a list of symbols and their physical meanings in Table I. A
DCN contains a total of J racks. Each rack vertically contains
N nodes. Each node horizontally contain X transceivers (X =
J2p, where p can be any non-negative integer, 0, 1, 2, ...). Each
transceiver contains two FSO switches, one for transmission
(Tx) and one for reception (Rx). Each FSO switch exhibits
a 1 : J ratio, which contains one collimator on the rack
performing beam steering to select from J end collimators
on the tower.

Regarding the in-fiber passive network, each tower is built
from XJ star couplers each in a N ×N dimension. Each star
coupler connects to 1 of the J ends in a FSO switch from
all N nodes. Therefore, a group of J star couplers can route
to J different racks and there are X such star coupler groups
assigned to X transceivers in an one-to-one correspondence.
Upon communication, as the highlighted path shown in Fig. 2,
each transmitter on the source (i.e., Rack i) performs a 1 : J
FSO switching to select a star coupler whose index represents
the destination (i.e., Rack j). Each star coupler broadcasts
signals from all the nodes using N different wavelengths.
Similarly, each receiver on Rack j also performs a 1 : J
FSO switching to select 1 out of J sources. For simplicity, we
only allow a single ray communication between 2 collimators
facing exactly at each other. Multiple incident rays onto a
single collimator are not considered. Any beam steering is
limited in the horizontal direction within the 1 : J FSO
switch, whereas the vertical direction only serve the purpose
of vibration corrections.

Fig. 3 demonstrates the physical structure of a single rack
and its tower. Note that the real dimensions should be doubled
since only Txs is drawn and Rxs is an exact duplicate installed
beside. The rack is further divided and labeled into J sides.
Similarly, the tower is also divided into J sides, each assigned
to the rack sides in a one-to-one correspondence, as denoted
in the dashed lines. However, due to the FSO switches, the
tower is always J times larger in the number of collimators
than the rack. Both rack and tower exhibit a near semicircle
structure and details will be discussed more in Section IV-C.

The routing logic that guarantees a full-bisection bandwidth
is introduced as follows. We summarize a list of notations in
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Fig. 3. The physical structure of a rack and its tower (Txs only. Rxs is a
duplicate installed beside, see Appendix B, Fig. 17).

Table II. Fig. 4 demonstrates the unfolded physical structure
between a source Rack i, Side x and a destination Rack j, Side
x, where i, j, x ∈ J . We further divide each side into smaller
cells labeled as Cc, where c ∈ 2p. Each cell is assigned with
a dedicated group of J star couplers, where each star coupler
is in a N ×N dimension using N different wavelengths that
connects to one column in the tower cell from all the nodes.
On the Txs tower (blue), the input column of any star coupler
can be denoted as Tower i, Side x, Cell c, Column j (for
simplicity this is only shown as Tj on the figure). The output
column of this star coupler should be placed at Tower j, Side
x, Cell c, Column i (shown as Ri) on the RX tower (red).
An end-to-end routing between any node on any rack (i.e.,
Ti,x,c,n → Rj,x,c,m) is given as,

Tx Collimator: Ti,x,c,n (1a)
FSO beam steering to: Ti,x,c,j , at Node n (1b)
Star coupler broadcasts to: Rj,x,c,i , at all Nodes (1c)
Rx Collimator: Rj,x,c,m (1d)

Restricted by this topology, any free routing only involves
the index changes between racks (i → j) and nodes (n → m)
by wavelength selection, whereas the side and cell (x and c)
remain unchanged. The highlighted path in Fig. 4 indicates
that T3,x,1,1 is communicating with R2,x,1,1, where x can
be any value since networks formed between each pair of
sides are independent. It is also possible for different nodes
within the same cell route to different racks using different
star couplers since each FSO switch is also independent and
a resource scheduler aforementioned [40] must synchronize
between transceivers.

In summary, the key novelties of our proposed DCN include:
(1)The 1 : J FSO switch allows every transmitter to select
freely from one of the J destination racks. Similarly, every
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are in use.

receiver is able to freely select one from the J source racks.
This guarantees a full bisection bandwidth of NXJ

2 , which
can be strictly non-blocking without wavelength contention,
as long as there are N different wavelengths on the same
star coupler. (2) When p > 0 and X > J , the additional cells
within each side can be regarded as an independent duplication
of C1 and this ensures strong tolerance against link failures.
(3) Instead of scanning across the entire rack, when X is fixed
and p increases, the tower is divided into smaller cells so that
the required horizontal beam steering angle is correspondingly
reduced. In the following section, we describe the geometry
of this FSO switch and its point-to-point link performance.

III. FSO SWITCHING GEOMETRY

The piezoelectric effect describes a linear relationship where
a mechanical displacement can be generated in response to
an applied electrical signal [41]. Piezoelectric actuators (PZT)
based optical beam-steering is a mature solution for DCNs in
commercial products, such as POLATIS [42], which supports

a maximum 384 × 384 non-blocking all-optical switch with
position sensors and precise feedback control against hystere-
sis and vibrations. Inspired by POLATIS, we propose the PZT
based 1 : J FSO switch. As shown in Fig. 5, we assume that
each collimator is always fixed to a fiber as a fiber-collimator
package. A PZT is attached to the fiber on either axis of the
x − y plane to move the entire package as a 2D switch. We
denote the collimator radius as r, the maximum achievable
actuator angle as α, the total device length after installing
the collimator onto the fiber to the pivot as L (L ≥ r). The
minimum gap G between adjacent collimators is therefore
given by

G =

{
2 (r cosα+ L sinα) , 0 < α ≤ π

2 − atan
(
r
L

)
,

2
√
r2 + L2, π

2 − atan
(
r
L

)
< α < π

2 .
(2)

The FSO link is simulated assuming an ideal monochro-
matic Gaussian beam built on the ray tracing model reported
in [43]. Fig. 6 shows a point-to-point link where two thin
lenses are installed at their focal distance f from Tx and Rx
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single-mode fiber (SMF), respectively. We define w0 as the
initial mode field radius, λ as the beam wavelength and w1 as
the beam radius after Tx collimation. The Rayleigh range of
w1 is used as the maximum free space distance zmax between
the two lenses [44],

zmax =
πw2

1

λ
=

f2λ

πw2
0

. (3)

Many prior studies have shown that indoor FSO links
can achieve near lossless [45] or seamless transmission [46].
Specific to this work, the aim is to find the optimal parameters
r and α that maximize FSO-DCN physical scalability while
maintaining a worst case performance of collimation loss. We
assume a fixed fiber-collimator package where any relative
angular misalignment will only occur between the optical axes
of the two lenses. The resultant collimation loss Lcolm is the
sum of Rx fiber coupling with an offset [47] captured by
Loffset term and beam clipping Lclip at Rx lens [48], given as

Lcolm = Loffset + Lclip , (4)

where

Loffset = −10 log10

{(
2wrw0

w2
r + w2

0

)2

exp

(
− 2d2

w2
r + w2

0

)}
,

(5)
and

Lclip = −10 log10

{
exp

(
−2ζ2

w2
i

)
·

∞∑
k=0

[
2kζ2k

w2k
i k!

(
1− exp

(
−2r2

w2
i

) k∑
n=0

2nr2n

w2n
i n!

)]}
,

(6)

where r is the radius of the Rx lens, wi, wr are the incident
beam radius at the Rx lens and the Rx fiber, respectively. ζ,
d are the lateral offset of the beam center from the lens and
the fiber center, respectively.

Three link designs centered at 1550 nm are tested with
their zmax, required focal lengths, Tx/Rx lens diameter, PZT
misalignment tolerance summarized in Table III. As shown in

TABLE III
PROPOSED LINK DESIGNS AT 1550 NM WAVELENGTH

zmax [m] Focal length [mm] Diameter [mm] α Tolerance [deg]

4 14.81
5.5 3.0 × 10−35 16.56

6 18.14

1500 1550 1600 1650
wavelength (nm)

0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55

L c
ol
m
 (d

B)

zmax = 4.0 m
zmax = 5.0 m
zmax = 6.0 m

Fig. 7. Total collimation loss (Lcolm) at RX collimator and fiber for different
wavelengths under 3 link designs.

TABLE IV
PARAMETER SCAN RANGE FOR THE STATIC AND THE BEAM-STEERING

LAYOUT

Layout α [deg] 2r [mm] L [mm] zmax [m]

Static 3.0 × 10−3

[5.5, 20] [10, 60] 4, 5, 6
Beam-steering [3.0 × 10−3, 90]

Fig. 7, each link is sufficient to cover a near lossless colli-
mation for a full (C + L+ S)−band. These link parameters
determine the physical dimension of a FSO-DCN, which will
be analyzed in the next section.

IV. DIMENSION AND SCALABILITY

This section introduces two physical layouts for the pro-
posed DCN: a static layout that does not allow any beam-
steering with FSO only used as a replacement of fibers and
PZT only used for angular error calibration; and a beam-
steering layout that allows FSO switches up to J . The pa-
rameter range in both simulations are listed in Table IV.

A. Fast tunable transmitter design

To avoid wavelength contention in star couplers, the re-
configurability in both layouts needs an additional wave-
length routed optical switching. The work in [49] demon-
strated a hybrid wavelength tunable source (WTS) using a
pair of digital supermode distributed Bragg reflector (DS-
DBR) lasers and semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) with
AI-aided optimized driving signals in [50], experimentally
demonstrating a continuous tuning of 122× 50 GHz between
1524.11 − 1572.48 nm with < 900 ps switching time. With
three such WTSs combined together as a single transmitter,
this fast tunable source is able to support more than 300
wavelengths in a full (C + L+ S)−band at sub-nanosecond
switching time, which is sufficient to cover both layouts.
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B. Static Layout

The static layout (FSO-ST) does not implement beam steer-
ing in any direction and the design reduces to a static DCN
named as “PULSE” [39], [51], [52]. As shown in Fig. 8, since
there is no need for FSO switches, a tower reduces to the same
height, width and scalability as a rack, each housing N × 2K
collimators. Following a same topology as PULSE, FSO-ST
can scale up to K racks and K towers. Within each node, there
is only one fast tunable transmitter (as in Section IV-A), where
its output is split into K different wavelengths, each sent to
a collimator. Upon transmission, as the highlighted path in
Fig. 8, only 1 of the K (i.e., the dth Tx collimator) in every
node on the source rack Rs is switched on, propagated through
the static FSO links, broadcasted by the dth star coupler (using
N different wavelengths to avoid contention), routed to the
destination rack Rd and received by the sth Rx collimator
tuned to the same wavelength, i.e., {s, d} ∈ K. It is also
possible for different nodes within the same rack tuning to
different destinations.

Regarding its scalability, FSO-ST still requires the usage
of actuators to reduce pointing errors. The value of K and
N are calculated as K =

⌊
WR

2G

⌋
, N =

⌊
HR

G

⌋
, where ⌊·⌋

represents the floor function, WR = 482.6 mm (a standard
rack width), height HR = 2 m, G is calculated with Table IV
using (2). For simplification, the correlation between focal
length and collimator radius upon manufacturing is ignored.
The maximum scalability is Nmax = 363 and Kmax = 43
(See Fig. 16, Appendix A). Therefore, FSO-ST could scale
up to 43 racks, with a total of N × K = 15609 nodes, and
thus 15609 channels.

C. Beam-steering Layout: Switching across FSO links

The beam-steering layout (FSO-BS) allows FSO switches
in horizontal direction for each transceiver to connect up to
J . Therefore, FSO-BS is equivalent to the structure shown
in Section II. A fast tunable transmitter that supports > 300
wavelengths (in Section IV-A) is installed behind every Tx
collimator on the rack. As shown in Fig. 9, racks and towers
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Fig. 10. Left axis: Maximally achievable horizontal transceivers Xma for
FSO-BS hosting J racks. Right axis: Minimum required α (deg) at maximum
Xma against J .

are reshaped into arcs located symmetrical on a circle. The
entire DCN consists of J such Rack-Tower circles, each
located on one of the J edges of a central polygon that contains
the in-fiber passive network.

For each combination of {α, r, L, zmax} in Table IV, the
physical feasibility, such as blocking, overlapping, beam-
steering coverage is verified (see Appendix B). Among all
feasible sets, we aim to find the maximally achievable X (de-
noted as Xma), where X represents the number of transceivers
per node per rack. A summary is plotted in Fig. 10. The left
axis is a scatter plot where each circle represents Xma for a
DCN hosting J racks. The right axis is a line plot where each
asterisk represents the minimum required α [deg] for each J
to reach the maximum Xma.

In this case, to build a FSO-BS under each value of
J , we highlight 3 points A,B,C since they provide the
least α required at the maximum Xma. Their parameters are
summarized in Table V. Since there is no beam steering in
the vertical direction, Nmax = 363, same as that in FSO-ST.
The top views of the entire DCN for case A,B,C are plotted
in Fig. 11 (a-c), respectively. The x and y axis represent the
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TABLE V
PARAMETERS SUMMARY FOR HIGHLIGHTED POINTS

D
[mm]

L
[mm]

zmax

[m]
J p

α
[deg]

X N
Total

channels
(JXN )

A 5.5 12 4 6 3 0.200 48 363 104,544
B 5.5 10 6 8 3 0.186 64 363 185,856
C 5.5 37 5 10 2 0.304 40 363 145,200
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Fig. 11. Top views for J = 6, 8 and 10-rack DCN.

TABLE VI
TRAFPY TRAFFIC GENERATION SETTINGS

Parameter Value
# Nodes per subnet (N ) {363, 64}

Node-to-node capacity (C) 400 Gbps
Overall Load (η) {50%, 70%, 90%}

coordinates in meters. The black arcs highlight 1 of the J
Rack-Tower pairs.

TABLE VII
SCHEDULER SETTINGS

Parameter Value
Timeslot duration (t) 20 ns

Wavelength reconfiguration Slot-level
#Timeslots per epoch (L) 4

Epoch duration (E) 80 ns
#Total epochs Varies, see Fig. 12

#Average requests/epoch/node (R) 2

V. NETWORK SIMULATION

A. Scheduler performance

This section introduces a network simulation of a hardware
dynamic wavelength-timeslot scheduler (DSU) to assess the
system-level performance of FSO DCN at its maximum di-
mension. The simulation follows a two step process where a
traffic pattern is first generated using Trafpy [53] and then
sent to the DSU in MATLAB. Trafpy is an open access
benchmarking framework in Python capable of generating any
pattern for any network in any simulation environment. Due
to parallelism, the system-level performance across the entire
DCN is same as a N -node subnet consists of a N ×N star-
coupler that connects uni-directionally between two racks.
Each node is split into a source and a destination and the
maximum node-to-node capacity is assumed 400 Gbps. As
shown in Table VI, we simulate two subnets: FSO-DCN
(N = 363) and PULSE (N = 64) at 3 different loads: η = 0.5,
0.7 and 0.9, where each load represents generated demands
that totally request for the corresponding fraction of maximum
total subnet capacity across the duration of all demands. Each
demand consists of: information flow size (sampled from a
Weibull distribution), event time (with a constant inter-arrival
rate), and source-destination (SD) pair. The generated traffic
is skewed with random hot/cold nodes as shown in Fig. 12
with detailed distribution described in Appendix C. Finally,
we repeatedly generated each traffic {N, η} with three seeds
to average out randomness.

The traffic demands are then sent to the DSU scheduler
which parallelises and translates them into the number of
timeslots and epochs required across each node, according
to the settings in Table VII. An independent DSU scheduler
utilises N wavelengths per subnet and reconfigures wavelength
assignment for each node at every t = 20 ns timeslot.
Every L = 4 timeslots are grouped together as an epoch
(E = 80 ns) defined as the circuit reconfiguration time. Each
request contains the number of timeslots needed for each
flow. During each epoch, DSU performs up to I iterations
to assign wavelengths and timeslots to each request, whereas
failed or partially granted requests after I attempts are then
buffered in the scheduler to retry in the following epochs.
The performance of the DSU scheduler is shown in Fig.13.
The throughput is defined as the granted/requested timeslots
within the total length of epochs. The average scheduler
latency is the duration of requests to be granted by DSU,
whereas dropped requests (if not granted by the end of total
epochs) do not count. Without considering actuator beam-
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Fig. 13. Scheduler performance of throughput and average latency for FSO-DCN (N -363) and PULSE (N -64) under η = 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9.

steering latency in FSO switches (as will be discussed sep-
arately in Appendix D), the scheduler algorithm is identical
for both FSO layouts and the fibred PULSE, thereby identi-
cal control and configurations times for all three structures.
Comparing between two subnets, N -363 at 0.9 load reaches
99.79% throughput, 1.23 µs average delay, whereas N -64 at
0.9 load reaches 99.79% throughput, 0.91 µs average delay.
This indicates that the throughput is almost constant (< 1%
reduction) as both subnet size and load increases, whereas the
average latency do not significantly increase as subnet size.
The complementary cumulative distribution functions (ccdf)
of scheduler latency across all epochs and all nodes are shown
in Fig. 14. At N -363 and 0.9 load, the subnet has a worst case
of 5.76 µs tail (99th percentile), 1.28 µs median, and a best
case of 2.38 µs tail, 0.86 µs median. For N -64 and 0.9 load,
the worst case is 2 µs tail, 1 µs median, and a best case of
1.62 µs tail, 0.76 µs median.

B. Propagation latency

Fig. 15 shows the propagation latency in data plane for
PULSE, FSO-ST (N = 363, K = 43) and FSO-BS (Fig.11b).
In PULSE, we assumed L meters of fiber from source rack

to the coupler and L meters from the coupler to destination,
where L = 3 m and 20 m for intra-rack and intra-cluster (i.e.,
inter-rack) communications, respectively [39]. In FSO-ST, we
assume 2 ∗ zmax = 12 m in FSO and WR/2 = 0.24 m in
fiber for intra-rack; 12 m in FSO and 6.61 m (diameter of a
regular 43−polygon with WR as one side) for intra-cluster.
In FSO-BS, we assume 12 m in FSO and WTS/2 = 0.36 m
in fiber for intra-rack; 12 m in FSO and 12.8 m (diameter of
tower polygon) for intra-cluster. Inter-cluster communications
are not considered. At a similar physical scale, both FSO
layouts demonstrate a reduction in intra-cluster delay than the
fibred PULSE.

C. Comparison between two FSO layouts and PULSE

Table VIII summaries the comparison between FSO-ST and
FSO-BS. Benefiting from the 1 : J FSO switch, FSO-BS
supports a bisection bandwidth 10 times more than FSO-ST.
Both layouts can operate with negligible crosstalk, since the
largest beam diameter spreading (at zmax = 6 m) incident
on RX lens is still smaller than the minimum lens diameter
(5.5 mm) so that adjacent channels do not overlap spatially, nor
spectrally. The indoor environment is free from atmospheric
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TABLE VIII
COMPARISON BETWEEN STATIC AND BEAM-STEERING LAYOUT DCNS

FSO-ST FSO-BS PULSE [39]
Type Hybird FSO/Fiber Hybird FSO/Fiber Fiber

Architecture Fig. 8 Fig. 9 [39, Fig. 1]

Reconfigurability Wavelength Routing FSO Beam-steering
& Wavelength Routing Wavelength Routing

Link Direction (per subnet) Uni-directional Unii-directional Uni-directional
Scheduler Delay Sub to microseconds Sub to microseconds Sub-microseconds

Propagation Delay Sub-microseconds Sub-microseconds Sub-microseconds
Wavelength Switching Delay

(see Appendix D) Sub-nanoseconds Milliseconds
and/or sub-nanoseconds Sub-nanoseconds

Dimension Symbol Max Symbol Max (Case B) Symbol Max
# Racks K 43 J 8 U 64

# Nodes per Rack N 363 N 363 U 64
# Transceivers per Node - 1 X 64 U 64

# FSO links (reduced fibers) 2NK 31, 218 2NXJ 371, 712 -
Bisection bandwidth( #channels) NK/2 7, 804 NXJ/2 92, 928 U3/2 131, 072

# Wavelengths required
to be contention-free N N U
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Fig. 14. Scheduler latency CCDF distribution for (a) N -363 and (b) N -64
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turbulence induced absorption, fading or scattering [54]. In
classical electrodynamics, intersections of FSO links in vac-
uum do not affect each other since there is no elastic photon-
photon scattering involved [55], [56].

Finally, we compare both layouts with the fully fiberd DCN
PULSE. FSO links are transparent to modulation formats and
baud rates such that all three DCNs can reach the same per
channel capacity. The network simulation with the revised
scheduler shows a marginally stable performance as the subnet
size expands from 64 to 363 with extra benefits from FSO
replacing fibre connections, including a significant reduction of
cabling complexity, intrinsic immunity against fiber nonlinear-
ities, faster propagation speed in free space and a full-bisection
bandwidth. The experimental prototype of FSO switching will
be addressed in a future work. Currently, a practical analysis
regarding PZT usage is shown in Appendix D.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a reconfigurable, non-oversubscribed,
hybrid FSO/fiber intra-DCN architecture with a full-bisection
bandwidth. The novelty of this paper focuses on the physical
layer design, where we present two DCN layouts: (1) A static
layout with fixed FSO links that scales up to 43 racks and
15, 609 and (2) A beam-steering layout that scales up to 8
racks, 2, 904 nodes and 185, 856 channels. A system-level
simulation based on a traffic generation framework and a
revised scheduler is performed for a 363-node FSO subnet,
reaching > 99% throughput, 1.23 µs average scheduler latency
at 0.9 load. The FSO subnet could greatly increase the network
size than the fibred 64-node PULSE without significantly
degrading scheduler performance. The FSO subnet also shows
reduced propagation delay and cabling complexity benefiting
from FSO replacing fibres, as well as a full bisection band-
width due to the 1 : J FSO switch.

In summary, this paper highlights the importance and
potential of a hybrid FSO/fiberd DCN. Future works would
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be focused on implementation of suitable actuators, control
analysis, cost analysis and physical experiments on the
proposed structure to verify current results presented.
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APPENDIX A
STATIC LAYOUT

Fig.16 demonstrates the heatmap of K and N for a static
layout by scanning across the parameters in Table IV. On x-
axis, the centre of each pixel labels lens diameter D = 2r
from 5.5 mm to 20 mm, at a gap of 0.5 mm. Y-axis labels
device length L from 10 to 60 mm, at a gap of 1 mm. zmax

does not affect the scalability in the static layout.

APPENDIX B
BEAM-STEERING LAYOUT

Fig. 17 demonstrates a top view between a single side of
the rack and a single side of the tower. On the rack, each
collimator is installed at the center of the cell and requires
a beam steering angle ±θ and FSO link distance of zmax to
reach either edge collimator of the tower cell. On the tower,
each collimator is evenly spaced at G and x1 is the horizontal
distance between the centre of the cell and its end collimator.
We denote the width of a tower side as WTS , the width of a
rack side as WRS . S is the perpendicular distance in-between.

A rack consists of J such sides in Fig. 17. As shown
in Fig. 18, a complete rack and a tower are symmetrically
located on either half of a circle. Each side (WRS or WTS)

still maintains as a flat surface. Intrinsically, a pair of WRS

and WTS should always be parallel against each other.
Therefore, this raises a feasibility problem. We denote α as

the maximum angle provided by an actuator, Rrtc as the radius
of the rack-tower circle, O and O′ as the center of the circle
and its neighbor, Υ as half of the central angle of a single side.
For each parameter combination of {r, L, zmax, α} in Table
IV, we need to ensure the physical feasibility with respect to
the problem in (7): the required angle is less than actuator
angle; the arc of either rack or tower does not exceed half of
the circle; and the adjacent circles do not overlap inside the
tower polygon. Finally, among all the feasible combinations,
we select the one that yields maximum integer value of X =
J 2p, where X is the number of transceivers per node per rack,
J is the number of racks in a DCN and J = {n ∈ Z+ : n ≥
4}, and p is a non-negative integer (p ∈ Z≥0). Mathematically,
this problem is formulated as,

max
r, L, zmax, J, p, α

X , (7)

s.t. θ ≜ asin

(
x1

zmax

)
≤ α , (8a)

2
(π
2
− JΥ

)
+

(J − 2)π

J
≥ π , (8b)

Υ ≜ atan

(
WTS

S

)
≤ π

2J
, (8c)

where the following notations have been introduced:

x1 ≜
(J − 1)G

2
, (9a)

S ≜
√
z2max − x2

1 , (9b)

WTS = 2J 2p G . (9c)

For each combination of {r, L, zmax}, Fig. 19 and Fig. 20
demonstrate the maximum achievable X (denoted as Xma)
and corresponding required α [deg], J and p. On x-axis, the
centre of each pixel labels lens diameter D = 2r from 5.5 mm
to 20 mm, at a gap of 0.5 mm. Y-axis labels device length L
from 10 to 60 mm, at a gap of 1 mm. A summary of these
two plots is given in Fig. 10 (See Section IV-C).

APPENDIX C
TRAFPY AND SCHEDULER SETTINGS

Upon generation of a skewed traffic defined by N, η, Trafpy
firstly selects a value K ∼ U(0.1N, 0.3N) as the number of
skewed nodes, where U represents a uniform distribution. Each
skewed node has a probability of nk ∼ U(0.5/K, 0.8/K),
k ∈ K. Then, Trafpy generates a N × N distribution matrix
containing the probability of each source-destination (SD) pair
, where self-connections are not considered. Each skewed
pair (g, h) with at least one skewed node has a probability
ps = (ng + nh)/2(N − 1), where ng, nh = nk if g, h ∈ K,
otherwise = 0). The remaining are unskewed pairs each
assigned with a probability pu sampled from a multinomial
distribution with equal outcomes. The target load rate for each
SD pair is proportional to its probability multiplied by the
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Fig. 17. Beam-steering layout: A top view between a single side of the rack and a single side of the tower, where J is set to be even.
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Fig. 18. Feasibility criteria for horizontal limited layout (J = 6, p = 0).

total load rate = sum(flow size)/sum(event time) in the
network. Starting from the SD pairs furthest from their targets,
Trafpy packs flows to each pair. However, Trafpy ensures
that any source or destination does not exceed its maximum
capacity, by capping it at 1.0 load individually and uniformly
redistributing any excess flows into others. This leads to a
near uniform distribution as the overall load η approaches 1.0,
regardless of the original skewness (see Fig.12). More details
on this can be found in [53].

The DSU scheduler is a revised and to be submitted version
of a previous hardware scheduler in PULSE [39] and its detail
working mechanism is beyond the scope of this work.

APPENDIX D
PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR ACTUATORS

The benefits of using PZTs in FSO switch include: (1)
Resolution and repeatability are mainly limited by the elec-
tronic driving circuits and DACs. A PZT has a theoretically
continuous movement since its displacement arises from the
alignment of dipoles in response to an applied electric field
with no mechanical friction or backlash [57], [58]. The study
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Fig. 19. Heatmap of maximum achievable X (denoted as Xma) and required
angle α by actuator.

in [58, Tab. 2] summarized a list of commercial actuators
with resolution down to sub-nm or sub-µrad, sufficient to
cover the proposed FSO misalignment tolerance. (2) The fiber-
collimator packages could weight from ∼30 g [59] to 300 g
[60], which can be supported by most actuators up to hundreds
of Newton [58, Tab. 2]. (3) Vibration, hysteresis and creep
can be well controlled with feedback, feedforward or both
controllers [58, Fig. 1] as in commercial products. Although
beyond the scope of this paper, we intend to address this
issue with proportional–integral–derivative (PID) controller
with deep reinforcement learning to optimize PZT parameter
tuning in future works. The major trade-off is the resonant
frequency (mostly <kHz) of a commercial PZT to reach a
peak-to-peak tip displacement τ required as,

τ = ±L sinα , (10)
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Fig. 20. Heatmap of required J, p to reach the Xma in Fig.19.

where L, α are defined in Fig. 5. This gives τA = ±41.89 µm,
τB = ±32.46 µm, τC = ±196.31 µm for case A,B,C
(in Table V), respectively. In summary: (1) For FSO-ST,
reconfigurability can be solely managed by wavelength tun-
ing with sub-nanosecond (< 900 ps) switching delay using
wideband wavelength tunable source (WTS) in [49]. (2) For
FSO-BS, reconfigurability depends on both wavelength tuning
and actuator switching speed, which is dominant by the latter
one at tens of microseconds to a few milliseconds. A possible
solution is to pre-schedule the FSO switching before any
communication and then remain the topology as static with
all reconfigurability accomplished through wavelength tuning
once started.
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